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Overview
 Linked Open Data
 From free access to online legal data to
Linked Open Legal Data
 New developments in Europe
 EUCases project
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“With linked data, when you have some of it,
you can find other, related, data.”
Tim Berners-Lee, “Linked Data Design Issues”
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html

The Open Definition sets out principles that define
“openness” in relation to data and content.

“A piece of data or content is open if anyone is free to
use, reuse, and redistribute it - subject only, at most,
to the requirement to attribute and/or share-alike.”
http://opendefinition.org/
EUCases Project
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Linked (Open) Data Concept
 Linked Data: Describes a method of publishing structured data so that it can be
interlinked and become more useful. It builds upon standard Web technologies
such as HTTP, RDF and URIs, but rather than using them to serve web pages for
human readers, it extends them to share information in a way that can be read
automatically by computers. This enables data from different sources to be
connected and queried.

Web 1.0
• Static
• Google

Web 2.0
• Interactive
• Facebook
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Web 3.0
• Machine-readable
• Semantic Web
• ???
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Linked Open Data (LOD)
 Open Data requires that certain data are of free access to all, with
no technical or legal limitations, with licences and terms of use
subject to laws on the reuse of public sector information (PSI)
 Free of conditions as long as the data are kept intact and not
manipulated, the source is cited and the date the data were last
updated is indicated
 Tim Berners-Lee (2009) defined the principles for publishing RDF
(Resource Description Framework) data on the Web:
 Use URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier) as unique names for things
 Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names
 When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using
Web standards such as RDF, and SPARQL
 Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things

 Usually LOD is grouped in datasets, equipped with ontology
Adapted from: Aki Hietanen, Ministry of Justice, Finland
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Linked Data: The WWW database / The Cloud
Linked Open Data - only a small portion
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Legislation as data
 Complex system of regulations and their interpretations in case
law; references from case law to other legal provisions
 Law as a system of links / interconnected elements

 Four considerations for legislation as data





Typographic layout
Versioning / changes over time
Links
Semantics

 Semantic representation using RDF and Linked Data
 URIs for things
 RDF data model
 Subject - property - object

 Requires granular URIs to name things
 Identifier
 Document
 Representation

Adapted from: Aki Hietanen, Ministry of Justice, Finland
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Five Star LOD
 5 Star deployment scheme
for Linked Open Data examples:
 EUR-Lex
 www.legislation.gov.uk

 EUCases will follow the
5 Star scheme
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e-Law and Free Access to
Legislation in Europe
• Legislation is available in most European countries free of charge
• Differences in the way legislation is made available
– Legislation of limited period (e.g. the last 30 days) vs. all
legislation of the last hundred years
– Available in non-consolidated form vs. regularly updated
consolidated form with information about amendments
– Legal Gazettes are available without any search features vs.
databases with full search features
– In some countries, also the original versions of legal acts are
available
– In some countries, also the consolidate versions of legal acts
are available
Source: Aki Hietanen, Ministry of Justice, Finland
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Online access to law in Europe (2012)

Source: Aki Hietanen, Ministry of Justice, Finland
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e-Law & e-Justice in Europe
• e-Law: a concept used in Europe since 20042005
• Refers to electronic legislation and to the
different aspects of electronic publishing of
legislation, e.g. authenticity of electronic acts,
promulgation of electronic legislation and
access to electronic legislation
• e-Justice: the use of ICT technologies in the
field of justice (electronic exchange of court
documents, electronic registers, European eJustice portal)
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e-Law initiatives
• EC has established EUR-Lex as a one stop
shop to European legislation
Free access, in the 24 official EU languages, to:
the Official Journal of the European Union, EU law (EU
treaties, directives, regulations, decisions, consolidated
legislation), preparatory acts (legislative proposals, reports,
green and white papers, etc.), EU case-law (judgements,
orders), international agreements, EFTA documents

• EUR-Lex includes N-Lex, a common gateway
and portal of national legislation in EU MSs
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/n-lex/index_en.htm

• New e-Law initiatives include
–
–
–
–

European Legislation Identifier: ELI
European Case Law Identifier: ECLI
ECLI portal for national case law
Linked Open Legal Data
(several projects in Europe)
EUCases Project
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New Developments in EU - ELI
 European Legislation Identifier (ELI)




 By European Forum of Official Gazettes and EU Council Working Party on e-Law
 A minimum set of uniform metadata to standardise legislative databases and to
prepare the framework for semantic “Official Legal Gazettes”
 EU Member States should provide all pieces of national legislation which are
published in national Official Journals and Legal Gazettes with a unique
identifier, based on a template using some or all of the components set out in
the ELI annex and some of the metadata & ontology as set out in ELI annex
• ELI allows to identify not only each piece of legislation but also its
structural elements (parts, chapters, sections, articles, annexes, etc.
• Allows for links to all structural elements
• Allows for citation /links to historical versions or in other languages
ELI uses Unique Resource Identifiers (URI)
ELI is already implemented in some EU member states, e.g. in Luxembourg
-

eli/lu/etat/2010/10/30/law : reference to all LAWS signed on 30 October 2010
eli/lu/etat/2010/10/30/law/2010-12/ : reference to the law “2010-12” signed on 30 October 2010
eli/lu/etat/2010/10/30/law/2010-12/de : reference to the law “2010-12” signed on 30 October 2010
German
eli/lu/etat/2010/10/30/law/2010-12/art.8 : reference to article 8 in the law “2010-12” signed on 30
October 2010
Adapted from: Aki Hietanen, Ministry of Justice, Finland
EUCases Project
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ELI is following the FRBR model
(Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records)
Work
Directive X

Initially Published Version Historic Version 1

Historic Version 2

Historic Version N

Version in force

Expressions

Manifestations

Items
EUCases Project
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New Developments in the EU - ECLI
European Case Law Identifier - ECLI
 Developed by the EU Council Working Party on e-Law in
2009-2010 to facilitate the correct and unequivocal citation of
judgments from European and national courts related to EU law
 A set of uniform metadata will help to improve search facilities for
case law.

ECLI consists of five components:
(a) the abbreviation ‘ECLI’
(b) the country code
(c) the abbreviation for the court or tribunal (the court code)
(d) the year of the decision written in four digits
(e) an unique ordinal number, up to 25 alphanumeric characters, in a format that is
decided upon by each Member State
The elements are separated by a colon. Example of an ECLI could be:
ECLI:NL:HR:2009:384425
Decision 384425 of the Supreme Court (‘HR’) of the Netherlands (‘NL’) from the year 2009
Adapted from: Aki Hietanen, Ministry of Justice, Finland
EUCases Project
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Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of public sector information
'PSI Directive‘, 31 December 2003
 Revision June 2013
 introduces a genuine right to reuse by making reusable all content that can be
accessed under national access to documents laws;
 lowers the upper ceiling for charges on reuse applicable in standard cases to
marginal costs
 expands the scope of application of the Directive to certain cultural institutions such
as libraries (including university libraries), museums and archives, but making them
subject to a number of different rules
 reinforces the obligation to be transparent on conditions and on charges applied to
reuse;
 invites MSs to make more documents available in machine-readable and open
formats.

EUCases Project
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Linked Legal Data Projects in Europe
 United Kingdom: Since 2010, www.legislation.gov.uk - full and open access
to the underlying data, free for re-use under data.gov.uk license terms

 The Netherlands: Case-law databases of Rechtsspraak.nl as LOD
 Germany: In July 2012, Wolters Kluwer Germany published two legal thesauri
(labor law & German and European courts) as LOD for free re-use by public
administrations, industry and the Open Data community

 Finland: Linked Data Finland project was started in 2011, with Legal Linked
Data as one sub-project

EUCases Project
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Further examples
 Austria:
legal data opened to re-use
• the whole DB consolidated AT
legislation available for free;
• court decisions of all AT courts
in XML: 558€

 Germany:
• http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/
• http://www.verwaltungsvorschriftenim-internet.de/
• http://www.bundesgerichtshof.de/

EUCases Project
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EU Law & National Execution Measures
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:72006L0114:EN:NOT#FIELD_DE

 No links to national online portals

 No in-line links to cited legislative acts
EUCases Project
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A lot more needs to be done..
Needs of legal professionals
(examples):
 Find case law and judgements
related to legislation as valid at
a specific point in time
 Access historic versions (and
follow up cases) online





Directly where there are
cited
Only relevant parts of the
relevant version

Interpretation of EU regulation
by colleagues from abroad can
help with difficult cases


Access case law from other
Member States on specific
EU directives or regulations

Gaps in online information:
 Missing links between legislation and
case law
 Only exception EUR-Lex but limited to EU

 Historic versions not available online no possibility to access these directly
from where there are cited
 X-border access severely hampered
 No links to national online portals, you
need to search for them – all different

 In-line links - very useful in other
domains - almost not existing in
published legal acts

-- Situation not acceptable
in the new culture of open linked data -EUCases Project
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EUCases will provide in-line links
..The same Directive as on slide 19 – with an in-line link and pointing
directly to the relevant text of the cited article (APIS legal database )

EUCases Project
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EUCases - “EUropean and National CASE Law
and Legislation Linked in Open Data Stack”





Duration: 2 years (1.10.2013 – 30.09.2015)
Budget: € 1 860 840
EU Funding: € 1 499 000
Partners:
 empirica GmbH (Bonn, Germany) - Coordinator
 Apis-Hristovich EOOD (Sofia, Bulgaria)
 Institute of ICT (Sofia, Bulgaria)
 Universita degli Studi di Torino (Italy)
 Averbis GmbH (Freiburg, Germany)
 Nomotika SRL (Torino, Italy)
EUCases Project
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EUCases: Overview
Legal open data

AT
legislation
AT case
law

FR
legislation
FR case
law

BG
legislation
BG case
law

SMEs‘ value added products

Language technologies
Structural interlinking

ConsumerCases

Semantic interlinking
Eurovoc thesaurus
Syllabus ontology, ontology indexer
Ontology-to-text processing
Multilingual access
Classification

Web Application
Consumer protection law
Access to a multlingual
collection of tens of thousands
cross-linked resources

Web services

EU
legislation
EU case law

EUCases Linking Platform

Identifiers: ELI, ECLI, national
Tools for linking, LT2XML converters
Metadata extraction
Tools for case annotation

Crawling

DE
legislation
DE case
law

IT
legislation
IT case
law

Value added tools & services

EULinksChecker
Add-in tools
for browsers, text editors and
viewers

Legal linked open data

Legal doctrine

Multi-lingual database
EN, DE, FR, IT, BG

EUCases Project

User testing & validation / Exploitation plan

UK
legislation
UK case
law

Data analysis and linking

Courts, law firms, data
providers, publishers,
open data re-users
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Legal Data and Languages Coverage

EU

United Kingdom Germany France

Italy

Bulgaria

Legislation
* all areas

EN

* consumer protection
Case Law
* all areas

EN

EN

DE

FR

IT

BG

EN

EN

DE

FR

IT

BG

* consumer protection

EN

EN

DE

FR

IT

BG

ALL

EN

DE

FR

IT

BG

Legal doctrine
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Objectives and main outcomes (1/3)
 EUCases Linking Platform
 models the whole life cycle transforming multilingual legal open
data in published linked open data after a semantic and structural
analysis
 reuse of legal open data sets of the European (EUR-Lex) and
national legislative and case law (high courts and appeal courts)
portals of 6 Member States (BG, DE, FR, IT, UK, AT) & open access
doctrinal work
 software stack covers all steps in the publication process:
• collect data from institutional portals,
• enrich them using NLP technologies and ontologies,
• publish enriched documents and knowledge (metadata, references,
ontologies, key terms, case summaries) as linked open data in RDF to

 facilitate access, multilingual search and further reuse

EUCases Project
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EUCases Linking Platform: Workflow
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Objectives and main outcomes (2/3)
Two end-user applications – prove platform viability:

 ConsumerCases online service
 provide access to a multilingual collection of tens of thousands of
national court decisions
• cross-linked with relevant EU & national legislation and case law &
• other open data legal resources (articles, commentaries, bills,
administrative guidelines)

 test domain consumer protection law

 EULinksChecker
 interactively assist legal professionals by identifying and
establishing connections between EU legislation, EU case law, and
national cases
 automatically connect terminology in the documents to definitions
in the legal ontology, helping to clarify the meaning of the
document, and making its terminology more uniform
EUCases Project
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EULinksChecker
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Objectives and main outcomes (3/3)
 Outcome for the participating SMEs working in the
legal information provision sector
 a portfolio of innovative data analysis and human language
technology components for elaborating legal documents,
 resulting from the collaboration with the research partners and the
advisory board members
 in order to create innovative high tech value-added services and
products in their market
 addressing the needs of nearly a million users:
• legal professionals (judges, lawyers, etc.) and
• legal information providers/publishers redistributing the linked open
data

 market analysis and exploitation plan

EUCases Project
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EUCases: Workplan overview

WP2 Data Acquisition,
XML Conversion & Storing
WP3 Semantic
Data Analysis and Linking
WP4
Service Development
WP5
Testing and User Validation

WP7
Project Management

WP1 System
Requirements and Design

WP6 Exploitation Planning and Dissemination

EUCases Project
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Text Analytics
 Provides methods for the automatic processing of free text
 Linguistic methods vs. processing of character sequences
• Morphologic analysis (word level)
• Grammatical analysis (sentence and document level)

•

Information Retrieval

•

– Semantic Search engines

•

Keyword Extraction
– Assignment of keywords
– Mapping to controlled
vocabularies

Information Extraction
– Extraction of facts from texts

•
•

Text classification
– Assignment of categories

Text Mining
– Generation of new knowledge
derived by processing huge
amounts of texts
– Cross-linking of information

EUCases Project
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Example
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Example
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Entities & Dates
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References: laws & cases
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Linguistics: Keywords
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Semantics: Concepts
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Terminology Example: „Abfindung“
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Terminology Example: „KSchG“
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Linguistics & Semantics in EUCases
 Extraction of references to legal text and normalization
 § 5 Abs. 5 Satz 1 Nr. 1 EstG
vs.
 Einkommensteuergesetz §5 Absatz 5, Satz 1

 Extraction of references to court decisions and normalization
 BFH Urteil v. 22.06.2011 – 6 K 867/09
 FG München, 07.02.2012 – I R 7/10

 Explicit linking to other sources (Linked Open Data)
 Comments to court decision to legal text to blog entries to …

 Automatic keyword extraction
 Aggregation of contents
 Multi- and crosslingual

EUCases Project
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Thank you
for your attention!
www.EUCases.eu
EUCases@empirica.com
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